Abstract
For simplification we now define 4
Using the integration factor , Equation 19 is rewritten as 5
The solution of this ODE is straight forward and, after considering the boundary condition 6 Details related to the above derivation are comprehensively presented in Appendix A. We 4 note in passing that a simple quadrature method was applied to approximate the integrals 5 in equation 25.
Result and Discussion

3.1. Benchmarking the Analytical Solution 2
After successful calculation of the gas and particle temperatures in the packed bed, their 3 time profiles were studied for different heating rates. First, the heating rate was set to 4 zero to investigate pure heat exchange between the gas and the particles. This situation is 5 identical to that considered by Schumann (1929) , and a comparison with the Schumann 6 result proved the correct limiting behaviour of our solution. Second, a scenario involving 7 a negative heat source (e.g., due to an endothermic reaction, or evaporation of a liquid 8 from the particle surface) was considered. For this situation the set of governing 9 equations was discretized and solved using MATLAB® (specifically, the function "pdepe" 10 was used). The temperatures obtained from this numerical calculation and our analytical 11 solution were then compared. This study revealed that the deviation between these two 12 solutions for the particle temperatures was larger than that for the gas temperatures. 13
Hence, only results for particle temperature are depicted in Figure 1 , which shows the 14 time evolution of the error for this temperature. In this figure we have also included a line 15 for a relative accuracy of 0.1% (i.e., = | − | = 10 −3 ) which acts as the 16 acceptance criterion for the comparison of the numerical and analytical solution. As 17
expected, grid refinement decreases the deviation from the analytical solution at the cost 18 of computation time: in case we use between 10 and 200 discretization points it takes 19 between 10 and 650 to evaluate the discretized set of governing equations in 20 MATLAB ® . In contrast, the evaluation of Eqns. 23 and 24 takes less than 5s in any situation 21 studied here. Clearly, and as can be seen in Figure 1 , only the solution using more 200 grid 22 cells yields acceptable results (i.e., for which the relative deviation is less than 10 -4 ). Thus, 23 our analytical solution is by at least a factor of 100 faster than a numerical approach, even 24 though we have to numerically approximate the integrals in Eqns. 23 and 24. 
Comparison with Predictions from CFD-DEM Simulations 2
After successful calculation of the temperatures, CFD-DEM code was developed to take a 3 heat source located on the particles' surface into account. Specifically, we implemented all 4 relevant models into the tool CFDEM ® (Goniva et al., 2012) . Several simulations were 5 performed using the developed CFDEM ® tool considering various heating rates, and the 6 results were compared with that obtained from our analytical solution (see Figure 2) . 7 Clearly, gas and particle temperatures are in good agreement in most regions of the bed, 8 and systematic deviations are primarily observed near the inlet region. After a careful 9 analysis of these deviations (see Appendix C for details), we conclude that they are due to 10 the Lagrangian-to-Eulerian mapping of the particle volumes: this mapping leads to tiny 11 fluctuation of the local voidage in the particle bed, which are then amplified by the strong 12 dependency of the local heat transfer coefficient on the voidage. Also, it can be observed 13 from Figure 2 that the deviations for the gas temperature are more pronounced compared 14 to that for the particle temperature. Moreover, an increase in the rate of heat exchange 15 causes a larger deviation between our analytical solution and predictions by simulations. This is expected, since the main error introduced in a CFD-DEM simulation is 17 due to the above discussed mapping, and hence the predicted local heat transfer 18 coefficient. 19
Figure 2 20
We next consider a map spanned by all relevant dimensionless system parameters that 21
indicates solutions close to that of Schumann, i.e., situations with very weak heat sources. 22
Such a map is especially helpful when deciding whether the heat release rate should be 23 considered in a model or not. . The calculation was performed for a variety of 5 dimensionless times * in a packed bed with total length * = ℎ / . We have then 6 determined the critical dimensionless heating rate which leads to a maximum relative 7 error of 20% of the predicted gas or particle temperature when using the Schumann 8 solution. This maximum error occurs at the outlet of the bed, i.e., at z = zbed, and hence it 9 is essential to consider the bed length in what follows. 10
As depicted in Figure 3 (panel a), for a fixed volumetric heat capacity ratio and bed length, 11 the critical dimensionless heating rate is smaller for the particle temperature compared 12 to the gas temperature. Thus, the error in the particle temperature limits the applicability 13 of Schumann's solution when applying his result to a system with volumetric heat source. 14 Therefore, in what follows we only consider the particle temperature, and results of these 15 calculations are depicted in Figure 3 (panel b). It can be easily seen from this figure that 16 at identical dimensionless heating rates the volumetric heat capacities ratio only mildly 17 affects the limiting curve of 20% deviation from the Schumann solution. Specifically, an 18 increase in the heat capacity ratio leads to only a weak increase in the critical 19 dimensionless heating rate. This is due to the fact that higher volumetric heat capacity 20 ratios reflect a system in which particles have a higher capacity to store the heat. Thus, 21 the thermal inertia of the system is simply greater. 22
Another point discerned from Figure 3 (panel b) is that the critical dimensionless heating 23 rate saturates with time, and that all curves for different h* collapse for long times. Thus,as we approach the steady-state solution, only the dimensionless heating rate (for a fixed 1 bed length) determines the particle temperature in the bed. In other words, and after 2 recalling the definition of ℎ * = ̇ 6 ℎ (1− )∆ ′ , this means that the competition of heat 3 release and heat transfer determines the particle temperature for long times. This is also 4 expected from a simple steady-state analysis considering the particles only. Interestingly, 5 the critical heating rate is always smaller for early times, i.e., before the steady state 6 solution is reached. This simply means that relative errors during the heat up phase of the 7 bed are larger than that when seeking a steady-state solution. 8
As can be anticipated from our arguments in the last paragraph, the range of h q * in which 9
Schumann solution is valid is strongly affected by the dimensionless height of the bed. In 10 Figure 3 (panel c) the corresponding map for h q * is depicted for h * = 10. We note that for 11 larger values of h * the results change only marginally, such that the data shown in Figure  12 3c represents the limit of infinitely high heat capacity ratios. As shown in this figure, at 13 higher dimensionless height, z * , the domain of validity for both t * and h q * is narrower. 14 Again, this can be easily explained by the increase of the bed temperature along the flow 15 direction at steady-state conditions. 16 
Note, that we used the scaled bed position = / in the above equation as described 5 in the manuscript. 6
By defining 0 = ℎ ℎ , 1 is given by 7
This equation can be rewritten as 10 
Therefore, 21 is given by 8
The inverse Laplace transform of ̅ 22 is, similar to ̅ 1 , calculated by 1
Thus, the inverse Laplace transform of ̅ 22 is given by 2 
6 Therefore, 23 is given by 7
Finally, the inverse Laplace transform of the third term in Eqn. 22, denoted here as ̅ 3 , is 1 calculated as 2 
6
To obtain the inverse Laplace transform of ̅̅̅ , we split the above expression into four 7 terms 8
Considering the time shifting property of a Laplace transformation, the above equation 1 can be rewritten as 2
Where 3
By implementing the convolution theorem on the above equation, we obtain 4
where 5 The simulation setup, as well as physical properties and simulation condition for the studied 7 system are summarized in Table C .1. A 3D CFD-DEM simulation was performed using 8 CFDEM® code (Kloss et al., 2012) . The cell size in each direction was considered as 2 . It 9 should be mentioned that in case of enforced simulation, the width, length, and height of the 10 bed was 6 6 28 (i.e., somewhat larger than in Table C .1), and the cell size in each 11 direction was set to 1 . Also, particles were placed on a hexahedral lattice into the simulation 12 box such that every particle was perfectly centered in each cell. This was done to enforce a 13 uniform particle volume fraction in each cell, i.e., = 6 ⁄ . 14 In order to address the deviation of the temperature predicted when using a CFD-DEM 16 simulation from the analytical solution, two additional simulation scenarios were considered: i) 17 a simulation using the above described lattice initialization of the particles in the bed, which 18 enforces a perfectly uniform distribution of voidage in the bed; as well as ii) a voidage 19 calculation based on a simplified mapping method (for randomly arranged particles), in which 20 the volume fraction of solid particles in each cell was calculated based on the particle whose 21 centres reside inside that cell. The latter differs from the standard method used in the CFDEM® 22 code, which uses a more advanced "divided" mapping method. 23
The predicted temporal evolution of the gas and particle temperature for both scenarios is 24 depicted in Figure C1 showing data at two different positions in the bed. We note in passing 25 that the dimensionless bed position in this figure is slightly different due to the differences inthe bed voidage (causing different fluid speed and heat transfer coefficient). It can be easily 1 discerned that when using the lattice distribution (see panel a in Figure C1 ), the predicted 2 temperature is in excellent agreement with the corresponding analytical value. This 3 demonstrates that the heat exchange between gas and particle, as well as heat source/sink for 4 particles have been accurately implemented in the CFDEM ® code. The small deviation 5 observed in Figure C1a can be attributed to (i) numerical diffusion inherent when using a finite 6 computational grid, and (ii) the fluctuation of the velocity experienced by the first row of 7 particles. The latter causes a small error in the particle Reynolds number of these particles, and 8 consequently the Nusselt number. 9
In contrast, application of the simplified mapping method makes the deviation even larger (see 10 panel b in Figure C1 ). This is due to that fact that the local particle volume fraction fluctuates 11 strongly, and consequently the local Reynolds and heat transfer coefficient cannot be captured 12 accurately. 13
Figure C1 14
In order to be assured that the temperature is accurately calculated using the Laplace 15 transformation, a scenario with zero heat source was considered. The result of this scenario was 16 then compared with the temperature profile from the Schumann solution. As shown in Figure  17 C2, the temperatures obtained using both methodologies are identical. 18 Schumann's solution for a scenario without heat source. 8
